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Interaction of Radiation and Fast Electrons with Clusters of Dielectrics:
A Multiple Scattering Approach

F. J. Garcı´a de Abajo*
Materials Sciences Division, Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory, Berkeley, California 9472

(Received 2 November 1998)

A fast, accurate, and general technique for solving Maxwell’s equations in arbitrarily disposed clu
of dielectric objects is presented, based upon multiple scattering of electromagnetic multipole fi
Examples of application to the simulation of electron energy loss, radiation emission induced by
electrons, and light scattering are offered. Large rates of Smith-Purcell radiation are predicted
interaction of fast electrons with strings of Al and SiO2 spheres, suggesting its possible application
tunable soft UV light generation. Mutual electromagnetic interaction among objects in the diffe
clusters under consideration is shown to be of primary importance. [S0031-9007(99)08761-X]

PACS numbers: 73.20.Mf, 41.20.Jb, 61.16.Bg, 61.46.+w
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The electromagnetic field in composite dielectric med
has recently received growing attention in connecti
with the characterization of nanostructures [1] and t
study of scattering, reflection, and absorption of radiati
[2,3]. As small microstructures are becoming feasible
the search for actual photonic materials [3], theoretic
methods suited for the simulation of radiation scattering
large, arbitrarily disposed dielectric clusters are becomi
necessary in the analysis of fabrication misalignme
effects [4] and various other phenomena like the recen
discovered photonic molecules [5] and radiation tunneli
in photonic lattices [6].

Numerical methods based upon the transfer mat
approach have been recently developed by Pendry
co-workers for periodic dielectric composites [7–9
Effective medium theories have been applied to rando
distributions of dielectrics [10,11]. Also, electron en
ergy losses near arbitrarily shaped interfaces have b
simulated making use of boundary charges and curre
to reduce the three-dimensional Maxwell equations
two-dimensional surface integral equations [12].

A general, computationally efficient technique is pre
sented here to solve Maxwell’s equations in cluste
of arbitrarily-distributed dielectrics. In a first step, th
external electromagnetic field is decomposed into mu
poles around each object of the cluster. Then, the s
consistent field is expressed in terms of the compl
scattering matrices of the different dielectrics. Finall
multiple scattering is carried out until convergence
achieved.

Let us first consider a dielectric body placed in vacuum
The electric field can be expressed in frequency spa
v in terms of longitudinal, magnetic, and electric scal
functions,cL

a , cM
a , andcE

a , as [13]

E  =cL
a 1 LacM

a 2
i
k

= 3 LacE
a , (1)

where k  vyc, La  2isr 2 rad 3 = is the orbital
angular-momentum operator, and the subscripta indi-
cates that all coordinates are given relative to a nea
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position ra. Assuming that no external sources are l
cated near the object, one can choosecL

a  0, so that
longitudinal modes are explicitly left out (this is a natura
gauge due to the transversal nature of the electric field
this case). ca  scM

a , cE
a d satisfies the wave equation

s=2 1 k2dca  0 (2)

in the vacuum region.
The electromagnetic field created by some extern

source must have zero net energy flux around the obje
where the external scalar functions can thus be expan
in terms of spherical harmonicsYlm as

cext
a srd 

X
lm

iljlskjr 2 rajdYlms dr 2 radcext
a,lm

andjl is a spherical Bessel function. Besides, the induc
part of the electromagnetic fieldcss

a results from the
single scattering (ss) ofcext

a by the object, so that it is
by necessity a combination of spherical outgoing waves

css
a srd 

X
lm

ilh
s1d
l skjr 2 ra jdYlms dr 2 radcss

a,lm , (3)

for r outside a sphere centered atra and containing the
object. Hereh

s1d
l is a spherical Hankel function [14].

The relation betweencext
a and css

a is provided by the
scattering matrixta , implicitly defined byc̃ss

a  tac̃ext
a ,

wherec̃sssextd
a is a vector of componentsc

sssextd
a,lm .

Now, let us focus on a cluster of dielectric objec
labeled by coordinate vectorsra. The induced part of the
self-consistent scattered field is the sum of contributio
coming from the different components of the cluster, th
is, cind 

P
a cind

a . Here,cind
a takes the same form as

Eq. (3), except that it is made up ofcss
a (single scattering

of the external field ata) plus the result of the free
propagation ofcind

b from each objectb fi a, followed
by scattering ata (self-consistent multiple scattering)
That is,

lc̃ind
a  c̃ss

a 1 ta

X
bfia

Habc̃ind
b , (4)
© 1999 The American Physical Society
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where the operatorHab describes the noted propagatio
andl  1 has been introduced for convenience.Hab can
be constructed in four steps:

(i) First, the bond vectordab  ra 2 rb is rotated
onto thez axis by using a rotation matrixRab [14], which
acts on the spherical harmonics of Eq. (3).

(ii) The resulting rotated scalar functionsc
ind
b are then

propagated a distancejdabj along the positive direction
of the z axis; this is accomplished by multiplying by th
Green function of Eq. (2),Gz

ab , appropriately written in
the basis set of spherical harmonics attached tora and
rb [15].

(iii) The scalar functions are not invariant under tran
lations of the multipole origin, but their variation whe
the latter is displaced fromrb to ra can be described by a
linear translation operatorTz

ab [16].
(iv) Finally, the z axis is rotated back onto thedab

direction, and one has

Hab  R21
abTz

abGz
abRab . (5)

The analogy with electron diffraction in solids [15,17
is complete, except for the lack of translational invarian
of the scalar functions just noted [16].

For simplicity, we shall focus on clusters formed b
spherically symmetric objects, for whichta becomes
diagonal and its elements can be expressed in term
the phase shifts of magnetic and electric compone
as ftagn

lm,l0m0  dll0dmm0 sin d
a,n
l expsida,n

l d, where n

stands forM andE, respectively. d
a,n
l takes particularly

simple forms for homogeneous spheres [18,19] descri
by local dielectric functions, as those considered belo
Nevertheless, the present formalism can be applied to a
trarily shaped scatterers, for which the scattering matri
are generally dense, and can be obtained numerically [

The operators under consideration are approximated
finite matrices of dimensionfslmax 1 1d2g2. Convergence
has been obtained in most of the calculations presen
below for lmax  8.

The direct inversion of Eq. (4) is computational
prohibitive for large clusters. Here, it has been solv
by using the recursion method, wherel plays the same
role as the energy in former electronic band-structu
calculations [20]. The recursion method, unlike th
Taylor expansion ofc̃ind

a ’s in powers of ta ’s, is fully
convergent in the present context.

The matrices on the right hand side of Eq. (5) a
all sparse. Actually, this factorization reduces both t
storage demand and the computation time by a facto
ølmaxy2. Notice that multiplication by scattering matrice
does not affect significantly the total computational co
for relatively large clusters (e.g., above ten objects), sin
it takes place just outside the summation over clus
objects in Eq. (4). Furthermore, for any arbitrary clust
one can choose the pointsra in such a way that they form
a highly symmetrical mesh, where many bond distan
and angles are repeated (this might require that the po
n
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ra are not in the geometrical centers of the objec
that they label), so that the total number of inequivale
matricesRab , Gz

ab , andTz
ab is substantially smaller than

the number of differentHab ’s; thus, a large reduction in
computational effort is achieved by calculating each
those matrices only the first time that it is encounter
along the full calculation. Further decomposition o
rotation matrices into azimuthal and polar rotations hel
in this respect.

A fully automated implementation of these ideas h
been performed [16], resulting in a new code that provid
the solution of Eq. (4) investing a computation tim
øAN2slmax 1 1d3, where N is the number of dielectric
objects in the cluster andA is a constant (A , 1024 sec
on a Pentium at 333 MHz).

Next, the present formalism is applied to the simulatio
of electron energy loss, radiation emission induced by f
electrons, and radiation scattering in different clusters
SiO2 and Al spheres. The dielectric function of SiO2 is
taken from optical data [21] and a Drude expression
used for Al with a plasma energy of 15 eV and a dampi
of 1.06 eV.

The coefficientscext
a,lm take analytical forms when the

external field is produced by an electron moving wi
constant velocity [19]. The energy loss probability ha
been derived from the retarding force produced by t
induced electric field acting back on the electron [12
which is in turn calculated analytically from Eq. (1) an
the coefficientscind

a,lm obtained from Eq. (4). Probabilities
for photon emission induced by fast electrons have be
obtained by integrating the Poynting vector normal to
large sphere centered at the cluster.

Figure 1 illustrates the energy loss and induced pho
emission probabilities for fast electrons moving wit
constant velocity parallel to an infinite periodic strin
of aligned spheres, as shown in Fig. 1(a). Smith-Purc
radiation [22,23] is emitted under these conditions alo
anglesu with respect to the string direction such tha
the phase of the far fields originating in contiguou
spheres differs in a multiple of2p, that is,vdycscosu 2

cyyd  2pn, where d is the string period,y is the
electron velocity,v is the radiation frequency, andn is
a negative integer. Figures 1(b)–1(c) show the emiss
probability per sphere and energy range forn  21
and n  22 in the cases of SiO2 and Al spheres
(solid curves), respectively. For eachn, there is an
emission threshold energy whenu  p. The energy
loss probability per sphere (dashed curves) follows t
emission probability in the case of SiO2 [Fig. 1(b)] within
the region below 8.5 eV, where the imaginary part of th
dielectric function is very small and most of the energ
loss is converted into Smith-Purcell radiation, leadin
to an absolute threshold for energy losses ath̄v0 
h̄s2pcyddyscyy 1 1d (ø4.24 eV under the conditions
of the figure). For Al spheres [Fig. 1(c)], part of th
energy loss goes always into absorption. In particul
2777
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FIG. 1. Energy loss probability and Smith-Purcell radiatio
emission for an electron moving parallel to an infinite period
string of aligned spheres, as shown in (a). Two differe
materials have been considered: (b) SiO2 and (c) Al. The
photon emission probability per sphere and energy rangeh̄v is
represented by solid curves for the first and second harmon
(n  21, 22). Energy loss spectra are represented by dash
curves. Energy loss spectra for an isolated sphere are sho
by dotted curves for the same velocity and impact parameter

this happens in the energy loss peak at 3.8 eV (bel
the emission threshold), which can be ascribed to t
excitation of an intrinsic mode of the string. Howeve
the radiation emission probability is higher in the A
case forn  21 as compared to silica. The energy los
probability for an isolated sphere (dotted curves) follow
the loss probability in the string at high emission energie
where coupling between spheres plays a minor role.

The interaction among the objects of a cluster can pr
duce dramatic effects in the energy loss spectra of f
electrons passing nearby, as shown in Fig. 2 for octah
dral clusters of Al spheres. The spectra calculated wi
out taking into account this interaction (broken curve
are very different from the full multiple-scattering result
2778
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FIG. 2. Electron energy loss probability per energy range f
an electron passing by the center of an octahedral cluster of
spheres. Single scattering results (dashed curves, noninterac
spheres) and full multiple scattering results (solid curves) a
shown for clusters of touching spheres with bond distancesd 
20, 40, 60, 80, and 100 nm in (a)–(e), respectively. Curves
( f )–(h) correspond to clusters with constant bond distanced 
100 nm and sphere radiusa  40, 30, and 20 nm, respectively.
The electron trajectory is chosen to intersect the centers
two opposite edges of the imaginary octahedrum that defin
the geometry. Some of the curves have been multiplied by
factor, as shown in the figure, and consecutive curves have b
shifted 5% eV21 upwards to improve readability.

(solid curves) in the case of touching spheres [s
Figs. 2(a)–2(e) for clusters of increasing size]. Notic
in particular the extinction of losses below 9 eV. A
the distance between sphere surfaces is increased,
interaction among spheres becomes less important
shown in Figs. 2(e)–2(h) for clusters with the same bo
distance and decreasing sphere radii.

The effect of multiple scattering of external radiatio
in a cluster of dielectric objects is illustrated in Fig. 3
where the radiation scattering cross section is represen
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FIG. 3. (a) Radiation scattering cross section for a clust
formed by 60 SiO2 spheres with the same structure as carbo
in a C60 molecule. The radius of the spheres is 49.5 nm. T
nearest neighbors bond distance is 100 nm. The elastic cr
section (dashed curve) is compared with the total cross sect
(solid curve) and 60 times the total cross section of an isolat
sphere (dotted curve). (b) The same as (a) for Al spheres.

for a cluster of 60 spheres with the same structure as c
bons in a C60 molecule. For SiO2 spheres [Fig. 3(a)], the
total scattering cross section (solid curve, including ph
ton absorption processes), calculated by using the opt
theorem for light [13], follows quite closely the elas
tic scattering cross section (dashed curve) in the reg
below ø8.5 eV, where absorption is negligible. Elas
tic scattering cross sections have been obtained by in
grating the scattered radiation over angles of scatteri
For Al spheres [Fig. 3(b)], both cross sections are re
tively featureless. In silica, the prominent feature obtain
for single scattering at around 9 eV (dotted curve, re
resenting 60 times the total cross section of an isolat
sphere) is converted into a dip when multiple scattering
switched on.

In summary, a general and computationally efficie
technique has been presented for solving Maxwell’s equ
tions in a cluster of arbitrarily disposed dielectric object
Examples of application to the simulation of electron e
ergy loss and radiation scattering have been consider
For an electron moving parallel to a periodic infinite cha
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of dielectric spheres, large Smith-Purcell radiation em
sion probabilities have been predicted, raising the pos
bility of using this effect to produce tunable UV light
The theory presented here can help to extract geometr
and chemical information on complex dielectric cluste
by analyzing radiation scattering and electron energy lo
spectra.
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